PLACE CURSOR ON QUESTION
TO REVEAL ANSWER

TEMPORARY DISMISSALS
(SIN BINS) FAQ
What happens if a goalkeeper commits dissent?
What is the process if more than one player is in the sin bin at any one period?
If a team only has 7 players, what happens if 2 players from that team get sinned in the same 10 minute
period?
What happens if a player who is already in the sin bin commits further dissent?
During sending a player to the sin bin, the player in question gives abusive language towards match official
(red card offence) would you ignore the sin bin process and just send them off?
If a player is sin binned in the 86th Minute and only serves 4 minutes of their sin bin do they serve the
additional minutes in the next game?
Why not have another colour card to avoid 3 yellows and confusion?
When a player has received a second sin bin do you show a red card as that player cannot return to the game
but can be substituted?
Can you caution a player for dissent without using the sin bin?
If a player receives their 2nd sin bin following a non-dissent caution, do we show the player a red card? Also,
will instructions be given via WGS in how to report this incident?
How do you deal with dissent during penalties or half time?
Can you sin bin a player at half time?
When a sin binned players time in the sin bin is complete and the team wants to substitute them can the
substitute enter if there is not a stoppage in play?
If a sub shows dissent and they receive a yellow card, then comes onto the field as an active player and
shows dissent they then go to the sin bin, is the player allowed to return following the sin bin period and what
happens if the player commits another act of dissent?
If a player is placed in the sin bin should the referee conduct a stud and jewellery check before they re-enter
the field of play?
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Will cautions for club officials or subs be entered on “WGS” as a normal caution for dissent?
Will the sin bin use be subject of a report to LFA? If so, will there be an admin charge on the player or his club.
Are all sin bins to be reported?
Do player sin bins accumulate to equal a suspension?
Will it affect all age groups or come in at a certain age i.e. offside?
Should we communicate sin bin locations to managers/coaches prior to the game, especially in youth
football?
Where no match officials are appointed and a parent steps in, how are they supposed to ensure everything
is covered?
Can you extend the period in the sin bin?
How can we prevent teams from exploiting getting a game abandoned through getting players sent to the
sin bin who are unable to return to the game?
Does the player returning from the sin bin come back on from the halfway line
Can a sin binned player have any involvement in the game while serving time in the sin bin e.g. run the line?
By only including dissent as a sin bin offence are the players going to feel we are condoning other yellow
card offences by allowing them to remain on the field of play?
Is it worth explaining the sin bin before a game?
When discussing improving the match day experience, who are you talking about?
What is the punishment if a player who has been sin binned returns to the field of play without permission
of the referee?
Does it apply to academy football?
Do we take injury time into account?

